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Design Methodology and Case Studies



Services

• Application Design, Development - web/mobile

• Staffing - Talent on demand, temp to hire, permanent placement

• Marketing Strategy, Campaign Design & Execution

• Email & Web Analytics

• Custom Web-Based Application Development

• Integrated Online & Offline Marketing Campaigns

• Emerging Technologies and Business Engineering
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Founded in Portland, Oregon in 2004, 

500# began with the idea that any  

business could harness the power of 

internet technology to improve its  

marketing strategies.

We design the tools that accomplish 

this, while providing our clients with  

the knowledge to fully leverage their 

technology investments.

Technology is our foundation, but we also 

pack marketing expertise into the punch, 

resulting in a full-service shop that offers 

up-to-the-minute solutions for our clients’ 

marketing needs.

About 500#



Strategic Marketing System
We often tell our story in conjunction with the image above – it’s the best overall  

representation of a marketing system, and it displays visually the full spectrum of  

systems and disciplines involved with closed-loop marketing.

Figure 1: Strategic Marketing System 
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Strategic Marketing System

Web Analytics

Email Analytics

Traffic Drivers

Offline Advertising
Media: TV, radio, print, etc.

Events
Electronic Capture: event attendance,
event behavior, conversations

Word of Mouth (WOM)
If using WOM promotions, 
capture reference ID, refer name, etc.

Online Advertising
• Paid Placement: Google, Yahoo, MSN
• Retail portals: Froogle, Shopping.com
• Organic visibility
• Banners
• Blogs & backlinks from other sites

RSS Feeds/Links

Exact Target, Etc.

SalesForce.com, Etc.

Website

CRM

Email

Emails Cross population 
of content, promotions

Cross population 
of content, promotions

Deliveries, bounces (hard & soft), 
opens, clicks, forwards, surveys

Form Data: event sign-ups, 
user logins, profile updates, etc.

Use patterns, click paths, 
funnels, interest groups, 
KPI measurements



Portfolio Examples

Portland General Electric (PGE)
Renewable Energy Web Site & Email Communications

Figure 2: greenpoweroregon.com

Services Delivered 

Management Marketing Consulting Services

Full Web Site Design / Creative Direction

Information Architecture / Information Design

Remote Content submission / moderation system

User Administration Systems

Email Template & Communications Design 

ERP system integrations

www.greenpoweroregon.com
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PGE’s Renewable Energy group needed 

a brand new website intended to 

highlight its renewable energy programs 

for residential and business customers. 

The entire project which included 

extensive discovery and implementation 

from the ground up, is designed to 

increase customer retention for is current 

residential and small business customers, 

as well as to attract new renewable 

energy customers. The Green Power 

Oregon site offered users information 

about PGE’s renewable energy 

programs, Green Power Calculator, 

Community Polls, Neighborhood 

Comparison Tools, forward features, 

enrollment and an Northwest Renewable 

Energy Map that illustrates the scope 

of PGE’s renewable energy investment 

(which is nation-leading). 

Since PGE already had an existing 

online infrastructure that their clients are 

familiar with it is important that the new 

site also assimilates smoothly with PGE’s 

existing sites. 500# dedicated significant 

energy to designing a user interface and 

experience coupled with a complete 

Content Management System, robust 

web analytics and email marketing that 

made the system a truly integrated com-

munications resource for PGE. 500# took 

pains to ensure that the functionality and 

design of the site is strong enough to 

stand on its own and would be compel-

ling enough to users to inspire action.

The site was integrated into other PGE 

web assets in 2012.



Portfolio Examples

EcoMetro
Celilo Group Media

Figure 3: Ecometro.com

Services Delivered 

Creation of a Robust Web 2.0 Community

Full Web Site Design / Creative Direction

Information Architecture / Information Design

Remote Content Submission / Moderation System

Blogs / Discussions / Dealer Ratings Management System

Extensive Merchant Database Engineering  
and Merchant Management System

User Profiling and Account Management Systems

Advertising Server Administration System

HTML Template Creation / Content Management  
System Integration
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Challenge: Celilo Group Media wanted 

to build a new online community with 

focus on building a network of “green” 

merchants and a ratings system to 

include content creation, workflow, and 

publishing system that supports thou-

sands of authors, editors and publishers.

Results: Through several months of 

intensive collaboration between 500# 

and Celilo Group Media’s teams, we 

created a site that is both interesting 

and actionable for site visitors. EcoMetro 

has experienced exponential site traffic 

growth with little or no promotion. 

With over 1500 merchant profiles, 

and content coming in from over 50 

different bloggers, EcoMetro is looking 

to became a leading national site in the 

sustainable living arena before it’s sale.

www.ecometro.com



Portfolio Examples

Auro Socks
Gold Toe Moretz

Figure 4: Aurosocks.com
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Challenge: Gold Toe Moretz needed 

assistance in gaining visibility for their 

new line of Auro-brand kids socks. They 

desired to identify a group of special  

customers that would help them to 

spread the word about the Auro EZ 

Match System.

Results: For this engagement 500# 

delivered marketing consultation, 

design, programming and campaign 

management services to one of the 

world’s leading sock producers. 500# 

designed a viral email marketing 

campaign with an accompanying Web 

site for GoldToeMoretz® Auro™ brand 

of socks (sold nationally through Target 

Stores). The campaign initially had a 

target of 8,000 customers that had 

participated in a previous marketing 

campaign. These customers were 

contacted with an offer of free socks for 

club enrollment, a sweepstakes program, 

coupons for referrals, and other benefits 

– all managed by 500lb. Also included 

was a robust campaign reporting 

infrastructure, with email analytics, 

Web analytics, conversion tracking, 

and executive reporting services.  The 

campaign was scheduled to run for 3 

months, but due to its overwhelming 

success it nearly doubled the entire 

3 month target at the 3 hour mark.  

This campaign came in considerably 

under budget, leading to subsequent 

campaigns that more than quadrupled 

their Club customer membership.

www.ecometro.com

Services Delivered 

Integrated Email Marketing

Companion Web Site Design & Development

Custom Data Dashboard & Reports

Email System Implementation

Google Analytics Implementation



Portfolio Examples

Chapter Health Dashboards
Young Presidents Organization (YPO)

Figure 5: Chapter Health Navigation & Dashboard
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Figure 6: Chapter Health Chapter Comparison View Pages

Figure 7: Chapter Health Data Management CMSServices Delivered 

Content Management

Organization (Franchise) Ratings

Interactive World Map Navigation in Flash

Challenge: YPO Members and Chapter 

Administrators desired a series of tools 

to see how their chapters measure up 

against other chapters in their regions.

Results: Includes rich, dynamic / data-

driven flash interfaces, with real-time data 

pulled from multiple back-end systems.

www.myypo.org     
www.myypo.org/chapterhealth



Portfolio Examples

Marketplace
Young Presidents Organization (YPO)
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Figure 8: YPO Marketplace

Services Delivered 

Content Management

Organization (Franchise) Evaluations and Rating System

Specials Alerts / Communications Rules Management

Challenge: YPO wanted to create an 

exclusive version of eBay for YPO  

members only.

Results: 500# developed a full-

featured online auction site including 

advanced dynamic / flash-based 

promotions management, category 

management account management 

special offers / posting management 

system,communications and email 

management systems.

www.myypo.org     

www.myypo.org/marketplace



Portfolio Examples

West Coast Campus
Carnegie Mellon University
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Services Delivered 

Full Web Site Design / Creative Direction

Information Architecture Re-work

Full Site Content Creation (Copy Writing)

HTML Template Creation / Content Management System Integration

Flash Movie Design

Print Design & Management (course flyers, brochures, posters, etc.)

Figure 10: CMW Promotional Folder and  
Brochures Print Work Example

Figure 9: CMW Homepage

Challenge: Carnegie Mellon West desired 

to reconstruct an outmoded and ailing Web 

site to increase their presence on the Web, 

drive increased enrollment, and provide an 

integrated Alumni Association forum.

Results: 500# re-imagined the complete 

Carnegie Mellon West Web site (includ-

ing over 140 individual pages) from the 

ground up, including new Information 

Architecture, Graphic & Flash Design and 

new content on nearly every page. The 

result was a site that drives visitors to 

explore through interactive Flash  

elements, vivid imagery, and motivating 

copy with clear calls to action. Carnegie 

Mellon West’s Alumni Association now 

hosts a resume and job postings database, 

news, and events listings and a central 

meeting place where all alumni chapters 

can interact.

west.cmu.edu



Portfolio Examples

Ride This
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Services Delivered 

Brand Design & Logo Development

Full Web Site Design / Creative Direction 

Information Architecture Design

HTML Template Creation

Dynamic PHP-based Content Management Systems

Extensive Online Catalog & Inventory Management System

Online Sales Fulfillment & Reporting

E-Commerce Shopping Cart System with Payment Gateway 
Integration

QuickBooks / Accounting Systems Integration

Search Engine Marketing Training

Froogle.com / Shopping.com Feed Design & Integration 
 
 
 
 

Figure 11: Ride This Homepage

Challenge: Ride This needed to develop 

a brand, logo, Web site and email 

newsletter for their new and progressive 

company.  The site needed to include  

a large online catalog management  

system to manage thousands  

of products with companion sales/

inventory/channel management 

systems, member management, 

email list management and reporting 

systems. Plus, the system needed to 

integrate with the merchant accounts 

and accounting systems. The challenge 

was to design this custom system from 

the ground up, build it and be ready for 

deployment within four months.

Results: 500# produced a very advanced 

system to meet Ride This’ objectives and 

did so in a very cost effective manner.  

They are now enjoying increased search 

engine visibility and sales growth!

www.ride-this.com



Portfolio Examples

Scrubmed
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Services Delivered 

Full Web site Design / Creative Direction

Information Architecture

Complex Business Rules for Management of Products (30,000+ SKU’s)

HTML Template Creation / Content Management System Integration

Ongoing Graphics Support

Initial Search Engine Marketing Services

Figure 12: Scrubmed Homepage

Challenge: Scrubmed wanted 500# 

to design and develop a custom,  

very complex, Web-based product 

search / configuration tool on a very 

tight timeline.

Results: 500# delivered on time and 

on budget, and exceeded the original 

requirements for features. This was a  

welcome relief to Scrubmed as their 

previous vendor had spent 18 months 

developing a site for them but it did 

not allow customers to order products 

without major system errors. The system 

500# launched is error free, and is now 

being further optimized for search engine 

performance and visibility at this time.

www.scrubmed.com



Portfolio Examples

Prosight
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Services Delivered 

Search Engine Marketing Assessment

Implementation of Site Optimization Recommendations

Search Engine Submissions

Email Marketing System (ExactTarget)

Web Analytics System (Hitbox / HBX)

CRM Implementation (Salesforce.com)  
with Lead Routing/Ranking System

Figure 13: Prosight Homepage 

Challenge: Prosight wanted 500# to 

provide top ranking for this business 

portfolio management software company 

as well as streamline and optimize their 

sales integration and Web analytics.

Results: After performing an exhaustive 

search engine assessment, 500# pro-

ceeded with a complete site optimization 

plan. Prosight now enjoys top ranking 

on all major search engines, giving them 

critical advantage over their competitors.  

In addition to Search Engine Marketing 

(SEM) services, we also helped them 

get up and running with a sophisticated 

email marketing system (ExactTarget) and 

a powerful Web analytics system (Hitbox 

/ HBX) which is used to track traffic/

sources, user behavior, conversions and 

sales on their site. Finally, we brought the 

entire marketing system together with 

a Customer Relationship Management 

(CRM) system (Salesforce.com), with lead 

routing and ranking based on market  

verticals and geographic inputs during the 

lead generation stage on their Web site.



Portfolio Examples

Clickability
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Services Delivered 

Full Web Site Design /Creative Direction

HTML Template Creation

Flash Movie Design
Figure 14: Clickability Homepage 

Challenge: Clickability needed help to 

reconstruct an outmoded Web site and 

increase their presence on the Web.  

They received rave reviews from existing 

clients, and improved the customer 

experience in dramatic fashion.

Results: After performing an exhaustive 

search engine assessment, 500# 

proceeded with a complete site 

optimization plan. Prosight now enjoys 

top ranking on all major search engines, 

giving them critical advantage over 

their competitors. In addition to Search 

Engine Marketing (SEM) services, we 

also helped them get up and running 

with a sophisticated email marketing 

system (ExactTarget) and a powerful 

Web analytics system (Hitbox / HBX) 

which is used to track traffic/sources, 

user behavior, conversions and sales 

on their site. Finally, we brought the 

entire marketing system together with 

a Customer Relationship Management 

(CRM) system (Salesforce.com), with  

lead routing and ranking based on 

market verticals and geographic inputs 

during the lead generation stage on  

their Web site.

www.clickability.com
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Once we have a detailed understanding of our  

client’s needs, and more importantly the needs  

of their audience and customers, we will put our 

user interface designers and programmers to 

work. This will include:

Project Overview

User Interface Design. We employ a 

time-tested methodology for designing 

compelling, unique and aesthetically 

beautiful web sites and web-based soft-

ware systems. In this process, there are 

several steps which we employ: 

• Creative Brief

•  Information Architecture (IA) / 
Site Map

•  Design Schematics (also known as 
“Wireframe” documents) – page- 
specific information design

•  Mood Boards  A good tool to 
uncover the desired emotional impact 
of sites

•  Design Comps  these are the  
marriage of the IA, Design Schematics, 
and Mood Boards. These are what  
the actual web pages will look like.

Methodology

Project Summary. This section is a  
high-level narrative of the project (e.g., 
redesign of www.domain.com, in one 
short paragraph.

Business Overview. What does the 
company do? How is the company posi-
tioned in the marketplace? How will this 
project help to strengthen the company?

Primary Purpose. Condense the project 
into one sentence that will serve as the 
shining beacon of light throughout the 
design process of the project.

Important Secondary Goals. 

Define the Target Audience. Provide a 
description of the target audience or au-
diences. This typically involves no more 
than two or three primary target groups 
with their associated demographic strata.

Creative Goals. This section states “look 
and feel” goals for the website, in one 
short paragraph.

Information Architecture. Touch on IA 
goals, reference any existing guidelines, 
and spell out any specific nomenclature 
or navigation rules. 

Content. Outline the source of the web 
content, noting that images and copy 
may come from separate sources. If client 
is creating, or working with a third-party 
agency, then this section should also  
address the “voice” of the writing.



Interactive Design Methodology

Figure 15: Site map 
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Information Architecture 

This is the starting point for any site, 
system, or Internet Marketing campaign. 
Site visitors will need to find information 
quickly with a minimum number of clicks, 
and have clear visual calls to action. 
Several objectives underlie our approach 
to user-centered Web site design.  
Our primary focus is on creating a  
holistic design that generates a positive 
user experience.
     Because a Web site contains a great 
deal of valuable content, it is important 
to establish clear paths to information. 
Many users will avoid trying to complete 
a task if it appears difficult to accomplish 
their goals. This in turn creates a sublimi
nal impression that the client itself may 

be hard to do business with. Web site 
design should emphasize fulfillment of 
user’s tasks and needs. By meeting their 
expectations and facilitating their tasks, 
the site effectively conveys the business’ 
value proposition.

Deliverable: Information Architecture 
Summary, with Site Map

Wireframes 
 
We typically offer two layout directions, 
and combine them and make revisions 
based on your feedback.

Figure 16: Wireframes 
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Interactive Design Methodology

Best Practices

• Visual design elements must support   

brand guidelines (for existing brands) 

to leverage and build upon brand 

equity.

• Look and feel (visual style) should  

convey the personality of the brand 

and elicit a positive emotional re-

sponse from the audience.

• Typography must be easily readable, 

and the range of styles should be lim-

ited to provide a sense of clarity and 

consistency. Graphical text representa-

tions should be limited to usage that is 

necessary to support the brand image 

or site style.

• Imagery should have a purpose and  

aid user understanding, whether it 

actively illustrates a key idea, or simply 

reinforces positive impressions about 

the brand.

• Site graphics should be optimized to 

have maximum impact without  

adversely affecting page load times.

• Page layouts should display a clear 

hierarchy of information, and primary 

content should support a single idea 

or user task.

• A template-based site design  

approach allows for flexibility and  

scalability, while ensuring consistency 

and ease of use for both users and  

site managers.

Design Composites

Design Comps are the marriage between 
wireframes and moodboards. We  
combine two design directions and  
make revisions based on client feedback 
from the wireframes/mood boards.  
Once we have approved/signed off 
design comps, we move on to template 
production, which includes HTML  
template production. 
   Our team believes that for a visual 
design to be effective, it must success-
fully marry a company’s business and 

technical requirements with recommen-
dations for information structure, brand 
integration, and messaging. Experience 
has led us to develop a set of best prac-
tices that serve as our touchstones as we 
develop site interfaces. Through these 
best practices, we are able to balance 
usability and technical needs with a visu-
ally engaging experience.

Figure 17: Example Home Page Design Comp 

Figure 18: Example Sub Page Design Comp 
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Design and Branding Principals

Top Ten Branding Principles

1. Brand Identity is about expressing values that allow the audience to experience what 
your organization stands for, while also exhibiting memorable traits which resonate 
with prospects.

2.     Brand identity is the mixture of images, opinions, and impressions carried by all  
those aware of the brand.

3.  A brand identity is not what the marketer creates, but what a customer perceives.

4.  The “core” of a brand is its competitive positioning and its strategic personality.

5.  Successful positioning is correctly targeted, makes relevant promises, supports those  
promises, and credibly fits with the brand’s strategic personality.

6.  A constant or centered brand personality is more important than the brand’s  
positioning. Positioning will actually evolve if the brand retains its core emotional  
connection with its audience.

7.  Honest and careful brand analysis may uncover shortcomings in business practices,  
and thus inform business strategies.

8.  If you don’t work hard to build and manage the brand identity, the prospect will  
construct the identity (unwittingly) for you.

9.  A brand identity is not static or immutable. It constantly faces pressures that would  
cast it in a different light.

10. The targets for brands, no matter the product or service, are human beings. Humans  
approach all brand alliances with a mixture of rationalism and emotion.


